and ventricular rate is observed at all high rates above that this issue.
occurred when the mean cycle length at either one of the thus reducing ventricular rate [18] . However, results with inputs was longer, with a large difference between the two. this technique have been variable [19] and there is Conversely, the longest HH intervals were associated with evidence that AV node modification may be independent of short cycle lengths at both inputs, with little difference complete slow pathway ablation [20] and that in half of between them. However, when the cycle lengths at both patients there is damage to the compact AV node [21] . inputs were equal but relatively long, the corresponding The study by Garrigue et al. [11] does not provide a HH intervals were short. Hence it was not simply high simple explanation for the mechanism of AV nodal modimean global atrial rate that slowed the ventricular refication by which ablation of the posterior input would sponse, nor concordance of input activity, but the combinaresult in reduced ventricular response, since the opposite tion of high rates and bombardment at both atrial inputs to might be expected if the discrepancy between activity at the AV node.
the inputs were increased. The authors hypothesise that The potential importance of the atrial inputs to the AV ''ablation might change the dynamic interaction between node has been shown previously. Janse demonstrated in both atrial inputs resulting in a higher level of concealed 1969 that the interatrial septum was a less effective input AVN conduction''. The same group has studied the role of to the rabbit AV node, with 2:1 conduction block at rates input modification in their rabbit model of simulated atrial that were able to conduct 1:1 when delivered at the crista fibrillation [22] . Posteroanterior intra-atrial block could terminalis [9] . Effects of the relative activation of the lead to ventricular rate slowing related to a reduction in the inputs during simulated atrial fibrillation [12] or in rerate of AV nodal bombardment, without elimination of the sponse to atrial premature beats [10] in the rabbit heart AV nodal slow pathway (since the shortest HH intervals have previously been reported by Mazgalev and co-workwere unchanged). It may be that the slow and fast ers. The patterns of AV nodal propagation were complex pathways are discrete structures within the AV node that depending on whether there was summation with enhanced remain intact even after ablative procedures, and that the conduction or annihilation with block. The effects of high ventricular response during AF depends on the complex rates at both AV nodal inputs [11] may be due to increased interaction of propagating wave-fronts at the AV nodal collision and annihilation producing concealed conduction inputs. and ventricular slowing, whereas slower activity at either Our understanding of AV nodal function, and the role of or both inputs may increase the likelihood of summation the atrial inputs, continues to increase but remains incomand conduction. However, the importance of the atrial plete. The debate over the mechanisms underlying the inputs is disputed and others have not found significant responses attributable to concealed conduction may now be effects of pacing at the atrial inputs, whether separately or less, with decremental conduction [23] or modulated together [7, 13] , when using perfused whole rabbit hearts pacemaker activity [24] giving way to electrotonic modularather than superfused AV nodal / atrial preparations [9] [10] [11] [12] .
tion [2] as the likeliest most important factor. The effects In the whole heart, the AV nodal response during high of sub-threshold activation may be of particular relevance atrial rates appeared to depend more on the atrial rate than to the mechanism underlying the influence of the atrial on alterations in the site and timing of activity at the inputs to the AV node, with summation or annihilation of inputs. However, the complexity of the responses and the activity. Simulated atrial fibrillation has shown that such sensitivity of the ventricular response to changes in the responses may be highly complex [11] , but atrial fibrillatiming at the inputs [11] may in part explain these tion in humans may be even more so, with multiple discrepancies.
directions of wavefronts, and the possibility of multiple In humans, recent evidence about the roles of the atrial atrial inputs to the AV node [25] . However, the advent of inputs to the AV node has come from experience with novel techniques such as high-resolution optical recordings catheter ablation of these regions. The reentry circuit of AV of electrical activity, which can demonstrate three-dimennodal reentry tachycardia has a 'slow' pathway that has sional conduction through the AV node [26] , give reason shorter refractoriness and can be ablated in the region of for optimism that the complexities of AV nodal propagation the posterior AV nodal input [14, 15] . The return limb of the will be further clarified. circuit is a 'fast' pathway, with longer refractory period, which can be ablated at the region of the anterior input [14] . Whether ablation is targeting discrete nodal pathways References or the atrial inputs is a subject of continuing debate. Recent anatomical evidence has identified posterior nodal exten- by ablating in the region of the posterior input [18, 19] . 
